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a b s t r a c t
The persistence of asexual reproduction in many taxa depends on a balance between the origin of new
asexual lineages and the extinction of old ones. This turnover determines the diversity of extant asexual
populations and so influences the interaction between sexual and asexual modes of reproduction. Species
with mixed reproduction, like the freshwater ostracod (Crustacea) morphospecies Eucypris virens, are a
good model to examine these dynamics. This species is also a geographic parthenogen, in which sexual
females and males co-exist with asexual females in the circum-Mediterranean area only, whereas asexual
females occur all over Europe. A molecular phylogeny of E. virens based on the mitochondrial COI and 16S
fragments is presented. It is characterised by many distinct clusters of haplotypes which are either exclusively sexual or asexual, with only one exception, and are often separated by deep branches. Analysis of
the phylogeny reveals an astonishing cryptic diversity, which indicates the existence of a species complex
with more than 40 cryptic taxa. We therefore suggest a revision of the single species status of E. virens.
The phylogeny indicates multiple transitions from diverse sexual ancestor populations to asexuality.
Although many transitions appear to be ancient, we argue that this may be an artefact of the existence
of unsampled or extinct sexual lineages.
! 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Sex is the most common mode of reproduction in the animal
kingdom (see for example, Bell, 1982). It is also the ancestral mode
of all metazoa and probably all eukaryotes. Yet it is easily lost by
mutation, hybridisation, or polyploidisation and it also comes with
costs, such as the twofold cost of males (Maynard Smith, 1978), vulnerability to sexually transmitted infections or predators and many
more (Kondrashov, 1993). The reason behind the success of sex is
one of the most intriguing paradoxes of evolution still waiting to
be solved. Many hypotheses have been proposed but, so far, none
appears capable of providing a general and inclusive explanation
for widespread sexual reproduction (West et al., 1999; Butlin,
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2002). The best-supported hypotheses implicate mutation accumulation due to lack of recombination in asexuals (Kondrashov, 1988;
Lynch et al., 1993) or rapidly changing selection pressures due to
the ‘Red Queen’ process (Van Valen, 1973), particularly as a result
of host–parasite interactions (Hamilton, 1980). It is becoming
increasingly evident that several factors must be involved simultaneously (West et al., 1999) and that their contributions may differ
among organisms (Burt, 2000; Schön et al., 2009).
Asexual mutants can have significant selective advantages due
to superior population growth and colonising abilities. However,
they have not generally replaced their sexual relatives but instead
they are typically short-lived in evolutionary terms (Maynard
Smith, 1978; Bell, 1982). It is difficult to estimate the ages of asexual lineages (Butlin, 2002). Therefore apparent exceptions to the
rule are controversial, ironically called ‘ancient asexual scandals’
(Judson and Normark, 1996). The most well-known putative ancient asexuals are bdelloid rotifers (Welch and Meselson, 2000),
darwinulid ostracods (Martens et al., 2003; Martens and Schön,
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2008), and oribatid mites (Heethoff et al., 2007; Laumann et al.,
2007). These are entire families that have been fully asexual for
millions of years, a conclusion supported by several lines of evidence, such as genomic characteristics in the case of bdelloids
(Welch and Meselson, 2001; Welch et al., 2004) and extensive fossil records without males in the case of the darwinulids (Martens
et al., 2003; Martens and Schön, 2008; but see Smith et al., 2006)
and oribatid mites (Maraun and Scheu, 2000).
Ancient asexual lineages are genetically diverse because of an
accumulation of mutations since their origin. In other taxa, genetically diverse asexual populations may be generated by a high rate
of origin resulting in a standing diversity that is dependent, at least
in part, on population size (Janko et al., 2008). High rates of origin
of asexuals occur in cyclical parthenogens through repeated loss of
the sexual phase, as in aphids for example (Delmotte et al., 2001;
Loxdale and Lushai, 2003), and where there is repeated hybridisation, as in Poeciliopsis fish (Mateos and Vrijenhoek, 2002) or Daphnia (Paland et al., 2005). In some cases, frequent origin of asexual
lineages from an ancestral sexual population clearly occurs, but
the mechanism remains uncertain, as in Potamopyrgus snails (Neiman et al., 2005). It is important to understand both the mechanism and rate of origin of asexual lineages because they
influence models for the maintenance of co-existing sexual and
asexual populations. For example, Janko et al. (2008) show that
asexual lineages may be short-lived purely because of turn-over
in a finite population, without the need to invoke declining fitness
due to mutation accumulation or environmental change. In contrast, in Potamopyrgus, frequent origin of novel asexual lineages
is necessary to maintain the asexual population in the face of coevolving parasites (Lively et al., 2004).
The freshwater ostracod (Crustacea) Eucypris virens is a model
taxon containing distinct and non-cyclical sexual and asexual lineages. The reproductive mode is the only known difference between these groups of lineages. This species belongs to the
Cyprididae, a family that harbours many species with either fully
asexual, fully sexual or mixed modes of reproduction (Horne
et al., 1998; Martens et al., 2008). It belongs to the superfamily
Cypridoidea, which is related to the superfamily Darwinuloidea
whose extant representatives are the putatively ancient asexual
ostracod family of the Darwinulidae, mentioned above.
Eucypris virens is characterised by high levels of variability, both
at the morphological (Martens, 1998; Baltanas et al., 2002) and genetic level (Rossi et al., 1998; Schön et al., 2000; Schön, 2007).
Schön et al. (2000) suggested that both multiple origins of asexual
lineages and hybridisation might contribute to this high diversity.
They also proposed that some asexual lineages might be old, with
sequence divergence of the mitochondrial COI locus up to 21% indicating that the oldest asexual lineages might have originated 10
million years ago. However, wider sampling of lineages was
needed to test these ideas and fossil evidence is scarce, as this particular species occupies only temporary pools.
Eucypris virens is also known for its distinct geographical distribution in which males are restricted to the circum-Mediterranean
area and have never been recorded north of the Alps (Horne et al.,
1998) whereas asexual lineages occur in Northern Europe as well
as in sympatry with sexual lineages. This pattern is termed ‘‘geographical parthenogenesis” (Vandel, 1928) and has been recorded
in a number of organisms (Law and Crespi, 2002; van Dijk, 2003).
This phenomenon may be explained by the greater colonising ability of asexuals, their potential to adapt to novel environments because they are free of the retarding effects of gene flow (see Butlin
et al., 2003, for further discussion), or the difference in environmental stability between regions (see Horne and Martens, 1999,
for a review).
Here, we investigate the number of sexual and asexual lineages
of E. virens in Europe and how they are related to each other phy-
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logenetically, using partial mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I
(COI) and 16S ribosomal DNA gene sequences. This phylogenetic
information provides a framework for understanding the origin
of the genetic diversity within asexuals, the rate of appearance of
asexual lineages and their ages, as well as their geographic distribution. Asexual organisms are thought to have originated from
sexual ancestors without reversals. This assumption is supported
by multiple lines of evidence (Bell, 1982) and by the argument that
it requires more evolutionary steps to re-acquire sexual reproduction than it does to lose it (but see Domes et al., 2007). Although
most species of the Cyprididae are asexual or include asexual lineages, it is very likely that the ancestral state of the family was sexual reproduction. Therefore, we assume that the ancestor of E.
virens was sexual and test whether transitions from sexual to asexual reproduction are frequently encountered across the phylogeny
or whether a single ancient event has led to diverse asexual lineages. Furthermore, we determined the number of independent
sexual lineages (potential cryptic species) within the morphospecies because origin of asexuals from distinct sexual ancestors
may contribute to clonal diversity.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Specimen collection and DNA extraction
We conducted a large-scale sampling campaign covering most
of Europe and the Mediterranean including North Africa (Fig. 1).
Between 50 and 100 specimens of E. virens were collected with a
hand net from each of 135 temporary pools during winter and
early spring of 2005/2006 and 2006/2007 and were kept alive in
mineral water overnight to eliminate stomach contents. The animals were slowly killed in diluted ethanol, in order that their carapace valves stayed open, and specimens were subsequently
transferred into 100% ethanol and kept at 4 "C. Details of the sampling sites utilised in this study, selected from a database of field
sampling data compiled by all members of the SexAsex project
(http://evirens.group.shef.ac.uk/), are reported in Table 1S and
have been visualised in Fig. 1 using DIVA-GIS v.5.4 software (Hijmans et al., 2001).
Specimens were chosen for analysis at random except that we
preferentially used individuals whose valves were open and intact,
as those were good indications that specimens were alive and
healthy when they were killed. Genomic DNA was extracted from
the ostracod softparts using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol, after washing each
specimen with ultrapure water and PBS (1! concentration) buffer.
Valves were retained for morphometric analysis (to be reported
elsewhere). A subset of ostracods was prepared for both allozyme
analysis and DNA extraction with subsequent sequencing of COI
(Adolfsson et al., submitted for publication).
2.2. DNA sequencing
Our choice of the first marker, the mitochondrial cytochrome
oxidase I (COI), was based on the availability of universal primers,
its high rate of evolution (Lunt et al., 1996) and its widespread use
for DNA barcoding which make it especially suited to examine intra-specific relationships in a taxon where there is limited genetic
information. A 657 bp fragment of the COI gene was amplified
using the following universal invertebrate primers: HCO2198 (forward) 50 -TAAACTTCAGGGTGACCAAAAAATCA-30 and LCO1490 (reverse) 50 -GGTCAACAAATCATAAAGATATTGG-30 (Folmer et al.,
1994). A few populations from Corfu and Italy could not be amplified with this COI primer pair and therefore another pair of specific
primers (FMCO 50 -TAGGACAGCCRGGATCWCT-30 and RMCO 50 -
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Fig. 1. Sampling sites of Eucypris virens, corresponding to Table 1S. The map was produced using DIVA-GIS v.5.4.

CGGTCTGTTAAWAGCATWGTGA-30 ), resulting in a 476 bp fragment, was designed using Primer3 v.0.4.0 (Rozen and Skaletsky,
2000).
PCR amplification was performed using a Westburg Biometra T
Personal thermal cycler starting with 3 min of denaturation at
95 "C followed by 35 cycles of 30 s at 95 "C, 54.5 "C for 30 s of
annealing time, 1.5 min at 72 "C of extension and a final extension
stage of 10 min at 72 "C. The 20 ll volume reactions contained
0.5U recombinant Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen), 1! PCR Buffer
(200 mM Tris–HCl [pH 8.4], 500 mM KCl), 2 mM dNTP, 10 lM of
each primer, 1.5 mM MgCl2, and "8 ng template DNA, although
DNA yield was variable. Difficult template DNA was amplified
using the HotStar Taq Master Mix Plus Kit (Qiagen) applying the
manufacturer’s protocol with the same conditions as above, but a
total of 37 cycles were used with an annealing temperature of
48 "C, or 45 "C for the primer pair FMCO and RMCO.
The second marker, 16S, was chosen to complement the COI
information with a more conserved marker (DeSalle et al., 1987).
A 480 bp fragment was amplified from the mitochondrial 16S rRNA
gene using primer 16SL (forward) 50 -CGCCTGTTTAACAAAAACAT-30
and as reverse 16SH 50 -CCGGTCTGAACTCAGATCACGT-30 or 16SBr
50 -CCGGTCTGAACTCAGATCACGT-30 (Palumbi, 1996). Amplification
was performed with the HotStar Taq Master Mix Plus Kit and 35
cycles of 50 s denaturation at 94 "C, 50 s annealing at 50 "C, and
1 min 20 s extension at 72 "C. Conditions were otherwise as
described above, except that less DNA was used. PCR products
were run on 1.4% agarose gels, stained with SYBR# Safe (Invitrogen) and photographed. The remaining products were cleaned
using the GFXTM PCR DNA and Gel Band purification kit (GE Healthcare) following the manufacturer’s protocol and eluting according
to concentration estimates from the gel images. The cleaned PCR
products were directly sequenced in both directions with the PCR
primers and the ABI BigDye Terminator v.1.1. kit and then further
purified with an ethanol/EDTA precipitation method (ABI cycle
sequencing kit manual) to be run on an ABI 3130xl Genetic
Analyser.
Chromatograms were edited in CodonCode Aligner v.1.6.3. and
unambiguously aligned through the ClustalW algorithm in MEGA

v.4.0 (Tamura et al., 2007). Sequences were checked for identity
by BLAST search for highly similar sequences (megablast) (Altschul
et al., 1990). Putative COI fragments scored highly with other COI
sequences of E. virens in Genbank (Schön et al., 2000). So far, there
have been no submissions of 16S from E. virens to Genbank. However, the 16S sequences generated had high similarity with other
16S ostracod sequences. COI was also translated in MEGA using
the invertebrate mitochondrial genetic code to test for the presence of amplified pseudogenes (Bensasson et al., 2001) identifiable
through stop codons within the reading frame (Song et al., 2008). A
total of 449 E. virens sequences was obtained for COI (Table 1S). In
order to reduce the computational effort, we used 374 sequences
in phylogenetic analyses, excluding 75 that were identical to sequences already present in the data set. For 16S, 219 sequences
were obtained. Three outgroups from the same subfamily (Eucypridinae) (Meisch, 2000), Eucypris pigra, Tonnacypris lutaria (COI and
16S) and Eucypris crassa (16S only) were also sequenced using the
same conditions as for E. virens. All edited sequences are available
from Genbank, Accession Nos. GQ914057 – GQ914280 (16S) and
GQ914281 – GQ914731 (COI).
Some PCR amplifications were only successful after several attempts, probably because of low quantity or quality of DNA or, in
some cases, because of sequence divergence in the primer regions
(especially for COI). This increased the risk of amplifying contaminating DNA. Therefore, we checked for compatibility of COI and
16S sequences where both were available and removed 18 individuals where there was evidence of contamination (identical COI sequences for individuals with divergent 16S sequences, or vice
versa). Eight of the excluded individuals were from one Turkish site
(LAD) which had divergent 16S sequences and inconsistent COI sequences. Some individuals from this site were also divergent morphologically and probably do not belong to E. virens.
2.3. Phylogenetic analyses
Bayesian phylogenetic analyses were performed using Beast
v.1.4.8. (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) and maximum likelihood
(ML) analyses using PhyML v.2.4.4. (Guindon and Gascuel, 2003), on
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the COI and 16S datasets separately, and on the concatenation of
the two as a partitioned supermatrix. Modeltest v.3.7 (Posada and
Crandall, 1998) was run on both separate datasets to test for the
most adequate model of evolution. The programs Dnaml and
Dnamlk (Felsenstein and Churchill, 1996) from the Phylip package
v.3.68
(http://Evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip.html)
were run in order to test whether the data conform to a molecular
clock. In addition, the following three models implemented in
Beast, were applied to a preliminary COI dataset and their likelihoods were compared: General time reversible with gamma distribution and invariable sites (GTR + C + I); SRD06 (Hasegawa–
Kishino–Yano [HKY] with the first and second position partitioned
from the third position for each codon); and HKY with three partitions for the three bases per codon (HKY + C + 3). Xml files for the
Beast runs were prepared using Beauti v.1.4.8. The searches were
run assuming a strict molecular clock but no clock rate was specified. For the remaining parameters, the default settings of Beauti
were used, except that Jeffrey’s prior distribution parameter was
set to 5.0. We applied a Yule algorithm describing a pure-birth speciation process rather than a population-based coalescent process
(this decision was based on preliminary runs which showed that
deep branches were present in the dataset).
For each dataset, three independent searches were run for
10,000,000 generations each. Tracer v.1.4. (Rambaut and Drummond, 2007) was used for visualising the output of the Bayesian
tree searches and the trees from all runs were combined using LogCombiner v.1.4.8, re-sampling every 10,000th tree and thereby
obtaining 3,000 trees. TreeAnnotator v.1.4.8. was used to discard a
burn-in of the first 1,000 trees and to choose one tree out of
2,000 remaining trees based on the likelihoods of their topologies.
Trees were manipulated and rotated to facilitate comparisons of
the topologies between the various datasets (and methods) using
FigTree v.1.2 (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).
A partition homogeneity test (Farris et al., 1994), also called
incongruence length difference test (ILD), was performed with
1,000 replicates on the concatenated COI + 16S dataset using PAUP
v.4.0 b10. (Swofford, 2003). In addition, the two separate datasets,
with congruent individuals only, were run in separate Beast
searches and their combined likelihoods were compared with the
likelihood from the concatenated dataset to confirm that the two
sets of sequences are compatible with a common tree, as expected
for two sections of the mitochondrial genome. The concatenated
dataset consisted of 156 individuals of E. virens and two outgroups,
for which both regions were sequenced (with ends trimmed: COI
bp67-bp605; 16S bp82-bp411). The Bayesian search parameters
and models were as above with the single gene datasets, but manually combined in Xml format to allow partitioned evolutionary
models but a common tree search.
Two ML searches in PhyML with neighbour-joining starting tree,
substitution model parameters estimated during the search and
500 non-parametric bootstrap replicates each were performed for
the COI and the concatenated datasets. Their topologies were compared and bootstrap values were combined, to provide 1,000 bootstrap replicates.
2.4. Quantitative cluster analysis
In order to test whether our set of samples can be divided into
distinct clusters of related haplotypes, we applied a maximum likelihood method developed by Pons et al. (2006, provided as an R
script by T. Barraclough and M.T. Monaghan). This method tests
the proposition that the gene tree can be described by two processes, a pure-birth process generating a set of populations and a
coalescent process within populations, and determines the most
likely transition time between these phases of evolution. The transition point defines a set of clusters or singleton sequences each of
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which can be considered as a sample from an independently evolving population (see Section 4). The method was applied to the strict
clock tree of the COI dataset obtained from Beast, using the package
R v.2.8.0. (R Development Core Team, 2008) with the extension ape
v.2.2–2 (Paradis et al., 2004) for phylogenetic applications. The
numbers of lineages were plotted against time and a threshold between speciation and coalescence was fitted using the general
mixed Yule coalescent (GMYC) model. A v2 test was performed
(M.T. Monaghan, pers. comm.) to test for significance of application
of this clustering model against the null model of a uniform
branching pattern. Support limits for the number of clusters were
estimated from the likelihood surface for the time of transition between phases. Clusters of sequences, or singletons, were labelled
numerically (with prefix ‘p’) and classified as either sexual, in the
presence of at least one male, asexual in the absence of males, or
mixed in the case of presence of males in the same cluster as females from asexual populations (sites where males have not been
observed). Assignments of reproductive modes to clusters were
aided by allozyme and flow cytometry analyses of a subset of the
sequenced individuals (Adolfsson et al., submitted for publication).
The clusters defined by this analysis of the COI data set were fitted
onto the topologies of the 16S and ML trees. From here on, we will
refer to the sequence clusters inferred by this analysis simply as
‘clusters’.
A limitation of the Pons et al. (2006) method is that it fits a single transition time between the pure-birth and coalescent phases.
This may make the outcome sensitive to over-sampling of individual genotypes. Therefore, we applied the method not only to the
COI dataset used in the phylogenetic analysis (374 sequences)
but also to the full set of 449 sequences and to a set with two large
groups of identical haplotypes reduced to a single sequence per
site (406 sequences, excluding 26 sequences from cluster p34 collected at sites COA and COB and 17 sequences from cluster p25 collected at sites DR1, BER, BRC, CC3, CC4, CC5 and MF2).
2.5. Other statistical analyses
Mean sequence diversities (p) within and between clusters, and
Tajima’s D statistics within clusters, were calculated in MEGA v.4.1.
(Tamura et al., 2007) using the complete deletion option. Diversity
values were used to test whether sister-pairs of clusters conform to
the 4X rule (Birky et al., 2005), which aims to delineate independent populations in a simpler, but conceptually similar way to
the method of Pons et al. (2006). AT content in COI was also calculated with MEGA.
Although we sampled widely across Europe, it is almost certain
that our dataset does not include all extant lineages of E. virens.
This is especially true for the extant sexual lineages, since sexual
populations have restricted distributions (see below) and no sexual
populations to the east of the Mediterranean basin were found.
Therefore, we conducted rarefaction analyses, based on the COI
data set. We simulated rarefaction for all asexuals (249 individuals; 96 localities), all sexuals (127 individuals; 28 localities), and
the two reproductive modes together (376 individuals; 117 localities of which 6 contain both sexual and asexual individuals) using
the program EstimateS v.8.0.0. (Colwell, 2005) in order to estimate
how many more clusters we would expect to find if the sampling
effort were increased, given the existing data and sampling information. Samples were randomized 1,000 times without replacement. The following estimators for the total number of clusters
to be expected, and their respective confidence intervals (where
applicable), were extracted: Chao 1 and Chao 2 with bias-correction (Chao, 1987), Jackknife 2 (Smith and van Belle, 1984) and
Michaelis–Menten (Colwell and Coddington, 1994), using the recommended ‘MMMeans’ option whereby the estimates of each
sample pooling level are computed just once.
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In order to summarise the spatial distribution of each cluster,
we calculated the centroid of all sites where the cluster was present and the mean distance of individual sample sites from that central position, using the Haversine formula (see http://
www.movable-type.co.uk/scripts/gis-faq-5.1.html).

3. Results
3.1. Phylogenetic analysis of COI data
Increasing evidence for frequent nuclear insertions of mitochondrial DNA, known as numts, has lead to the conclusion that
the high diversity of COI lineages detected in DNA barcoding projects may be an overestimate of the true diversity (Song et al.,
2008). This phenomenon is particularly frequent in crustaceans
(Bensasson et al., 2000, 2001). However, the sequences obtained
here contain neither stop codons nor indels and can be aligned
unambiguously, despite a large number of base pair differences.
It has also been suggested (Song et al., 2008) that a lower AT content can indicate the presence of numts due to a different compositional bias between mitochondrial and nuclear DNA. In our data,
the base composition of the COI sequences was biased towards
A + T (A = 27.4; T = 33.0; G = 17.3; C = 22.3), which is consistent
with expectations for the mitochondrial genome.
Modeltest v.3.7 found TIM + C + I to be the preferred model of
substitution for the total COI dataset according to the AIC and
TVM + C + I according to the hierarchical likelihood ratio tests
(#ln Lk = 9226.437 and #ln Lk = 9229.16 for models chosen by
AIC and hLRTs, respectively). The TIM + C + I model requires less
parameters to be estimated (K = 8) than TVM + C + I (K = 9). Both

models are nested within the HKY model, which is implemented
in the packages used and so was our chosen model. In ML tree
searches, we used HKY + C + I with 6 rate categories for the gamma
distribution. In the independent model comparison implemented
in Beast, the HKY model with three codon positions partitioned
was preferred over the SRD06 and GTR + C + I models (Bayes factors calculated in Tracer (Suchard et al., 2001) 300.6nats and
52.5nats, respectively, where ‘nats’ are Bayes factor units on a natural logarithm scale) and was therefore chosen for subsequent
analyses except where otherwise indicated. We used 6 rate categories. Because this model tends to fit a low substitution rate for 2nd
positions of codons, there is no requirement for a separate category
of invariant sites. Three combined independent Beast runs were
sufficient to achieve effective sample size (ESS) parameter values
above the recommended threshold of 200 (Drummond and Rambaut, 2007) for confident parameter estimation and a smooth unimodal trace curve. The likelihoods of each run were similar and on
this basis it was concluded that the three independent runs converged to a similar optimum. The test of the molecular clock with
Dnaml/Dnamlk showed a higher likelihood for the non-clocklike
mode of evolution, but the improvement was only marginally significant (#2DLL = 420.13, df = 372, p = 0.043). Therefore we have
assumed clock-like evolution in subsequent analyses.
The COI data are characterised by groups of closely related haplotypes which are separated by surprisingly large distances (p-distance up to 14.5% within E. virens). This is reflected in the
phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 2) which shows multiple clades of
closely related sequences, well supported by both Bayesian and
ML analyses, which are connected by long branches. Support for
deeper nodes was relatively weak because of saturation of COI
sequence divergence, leading to some inconsistencies between the

Fig. 2. Bayesian phylogenetic strict clock tree of COI dataset. Triangles at the tips represent clusters determined with the Pons et al. (2006) method. Lines without triangles
are singletons. Clusters are labelled numerically, p1 to p40, p standing for ‘provisional species’, and labels are next to the triangles on the right. Widths of triangles reflect the
numbers of individuals in the sample belonging to the clusters (part a only), whereas depth indicates maximum divergence within clusters (parts a–c). Full lines and black
fills represent purely sexual groups. White triangles refer to asexual clusters with dashed lines, which indicate that the transition from sexual to asexual reproductive mode
must have happened somewhere along this branch. A dotted line with a grey triangle indicates a mixed cluster. Outgroups are indicated as grey lines. Values of posterior
probabilities (above nodes) and bootstrap percentages (below nodes) are represented by symbols (posterior probability; bootstrap): star (>0.95; 95%), black dot (>0.7; 70%)
white dot (>0.5; 50%). Values for the basal nodes of clusters are placed beside the cluster names (posterior probability; bootstrap). The bootstrap values obtained by PhyML
v.2.4.4. with 1000 bootstrap replicates, were superimposed from congruent ML topologies. (a) Full Bayesian COI tree. The bar indicates units of substitutions per site. (b)
Expansion of the top part of the phylogeny, indicated as (b) in (a). The same applies to (c) which is the bottom part of the phylogeny, indicated as (c) in (a). This tree and both
ML trees with bootstrap supports are available in Newick format as Supplementary data.
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topology of the tree shown and the ML tree (available in Supplementary data).
3.2. Cluster analysis
Application of the Pons et al. (2006) method to the COI tree generated by the Beast analysis (374 sequence data set) revealed that
the model of two different processes, Yule branching and coalescent events within populations, was a significantly better fit than
the null model of a single process (#2DLL = 49.3, df = 3,
p = 1.114e-10; branching rates k1 = 16.12 and k2 = 210.49, and
model parameters p1=0.93 and p2=0.60). Branching rates are measured relative to COI distance. Parameters p1 and p2 indicate
whether branching rates are speeding up or slowing down. The
p1 value close to 1 indicates approximately constant branching rate
in the diversification phase whereas p2 < 1 suggests growing populations in which coalescent events are biased towards earlier
times (Pons et al., 2006). The transition between these two phases
is clearly visible in a plot of COI lineages through time (Fig. 3). The
ML threshold between the two phases reveals the existence of 40
separate E. virens clusters including 8 singletons (support limits
34–43). Clusters are indicated and labelled in Fig. 2. The average
p-distance between clusters was 9.5% (standard error 2.2%).
Out of 11 sister pairs of clusters, excluding singletons, 8 were
found to be consistent with the 4X rule (p3–p4, p9–p10, p13–
p15, p18–p19, p22–p23, p26–p27, p30–p31, p38–p39), while in 3
cases (p5–p6, [p5 + p6]–p7, p16–p17) the mean distance between
clusters was less than four times the larger of the mean distances
within clusters. This rule has been found to be more conservative
than the ML method (Birky and Barraclough, 2009), which is consistent with our results.
Analysis of the complete data set (449 sequences), including all
repeated haplotypes, resulted in 38 clusters (support limits 35–40).
Clusters p5 + p6, and p14 + p15 were combined but there were no
other differences from the reduced data set. When two large
groups of identical haplotypes, from sites in Spain, Corfu, the UK
and Belgium, were reduced to one haplotype per region (406 sequence data set), the number of clusters was further reduced to
33 (support limits 27–38). Cluster combinations were:
p13 + p14 + p15, p5 + p6, p11 + p12, p24 + p25, p30 + p31. Other
model parameters changed little, except p1 where the lower value

Fig. 4. Individual-based rarefaction curve of COI data for all clusters. Mao Tau is the
species richness estimator.

indicates slowdown in speciation rate or incomplete sampling of
extant species (k1 = 61.830 and k2 = 123.866, p1 = 0.411 and
p2 = 0.693). Hereafter, we use the 40 cluster solution, unless otherwise specified.
Rarefaction simulation curves of the E. virens COI dataset show
that expected plateaus of cluster numbers have not yet been
reached (Fig. 4). Extrapolation from the data, with re-sampling,
provided estimates of the total number of clusters between 44
(Chao 1) and 64 (Jackknife 2) (Table 1). Because sexual and asexual
clusters are differently distributed spatially (see below), we also
conducted rarefaction analyses separately for the two sets of samples (Table 1). We conclude that many clusters, of both reproductive modes, remain to be sampled.

3.3. Analysis of 16S sequences
For 16S, the optimal model of substitution, according to the AIC
criterion, was the model K81uf + C + I (#ln Lk = 2111.542, K = 7)
and, according to hLRTs, was HKY + C + I (#ln Lk = 2112.925,
K = 6). Again, both models are nested within the HKY + C + I model,
which we implemented in Beast. For 16S and also for the concatenated data, three independent runs were sufficient, as for COI, and
all chains converged to optimal unimodal curves for all
parameters.
The ILD test was not significant (p = 0.83) indicating that the two
congruent datasets were not conflicting. Comparison between independent analyses of the two data sets and joint analysis, in Beast,
showed that combined analysis produced a higher marginal likelihood than the separate analyses, indicating that data for the two loci
support the same tree. Inspection of the trees shows that the differences are in deep nodes that are poorly supported by the COI data,
Table 1
Mean asymptotic values of four extrapolation estimators and their confidence
intervals (CI), where applicable, as applied to the COI data.

All clusters

Sexual clusters

Fig. 3. Lineage-through-time plot of the COI Bayesian tree. The threshold between
Yule speciation and coalescence within populations, determined with the GMYC
model, is indicated here by a vertical line. The time axis is in substitutions per site.

Asexual clusters

Mean
95% CI
95% CI
Mean
95% CI
95% CI
Mean
95% CI
95% CI

Lower bound
Upper bound
Lower bound
Upper bound
Lower bound
Upper bound

Chao 1

Chao 2

MM

Jack 2

44
40.81
59.8
18.6
18.05
25.11
29.0
24.86
52.91

53.22
44.04
83.24
32.46
21.37
80.06
26.97
24.54
40.32

51.14
na
na
36.46
na
na
28.06
na
na

63.79
na
na
35.14
na
na
31.97
na
na
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Table 2
Comparison of sexual and asexual clusters of Eucypris virens COI data from the 40
cluster solution (excluding singletons, doubletons and clusters with individuals from
one site only for the spatial summary). p42 was included in the spatial summary. See
Table 3S for equivalent results based on the 33 cluster solution.
Sexual clusters

Asexual clusters

Comparison

0.0050 (0.0042)
(16)
0.0008, 0.016

t = 0.22, p = 0.80

#1.12a (0.40)
(9)
#1.88, 0.61

#0.4 (1.14)
(15)
#1.86, 1.89

t = 2.28, p = 0.04

38.0 N (3.15)
(9)

45.3 N (5.44)
(16)

t = 4.50, p << 0.01

8.30 (9.61)
0.04, 26.62

583 (303)
8.8, 1027

t = 7.58, p << 0.01

Genetic diversity (p)
Mean (SD)
0.0046 (0.0034)
(n)
(11)
Range
0, 0.011
Tajima’s D
Mean (SD)
(n)
Range
Central latitude
Mean (SD)
(n)
Dispersion (km)
Mean (SD)
Range
a

Fig. 5. Bayesian phylogenetic strict clock tree of the concatenated COI and 16S
dataset. Annotations as in Fig. 1(a). The branches reaching to the last node between
the outgroups are longer than shown here but were shortened in order to save
space. This tree is available in Newick format as Supplementary data.

such as the placement of p2–p4 (compare Figs. 2 and 5). There was
no disagreement in terms of placing individuals into clusters.
Separate Bayesian trees were obtained (available in Supplementary data) for 16S sequences and for the concatenated dataset
(Fig. 5). Individuals included in the same cluster in the COI analysis
always grouped together in the 16S and combined trees. The
majority of individuals sequenced only for 16S clearly fell into
the clusters defined by the Pons et al. (2006) method applied to
the COI tree. However, 2 and 7 individuals fell into two additional
groups of similar sequences which we identify as clusters p41 and
p42. The larger cluster (p42) contains males and so appears to be
sexual. The smaller cluster (p41) is all female and is tentatively
interpreted as asexual. Both were sampled on the island of Corfu,
Greece (Table 2S).
3.4. Comparison of sexual and asexual Eucypris virens clusters
All clusters, except one, either contained a mix of males and females from one or a few nearby sites or were exclusively female.
Some females from sites with males fell into exclusively female
clusters suggesting these were asexual females coexisting with
sexuals in the same pond. All individuals from exclusively female
sites fell into exclusively female clusters. Therefore, we interpret
clusters containing males as sexually reproducing lineages (Fig. 2,
black triangles) and clusters containing only females as asexual lineages (Fig. 2, white triangles). Allozyme genotypes and estimation
of ploidy using flow cytometry fully support these inferences
(Adolfsson et al., submitted for publication).
One cluster, p33 (Fig. 2, grey triangle), contains males, diploid
females and females that are likely to belong to an asexually reproducing lineage or lineages because they are triploid (Adolfsson
et al., submitted for publication). For this cluster, we tested
whether a single origin of asexuality was compatible with the
COI sequence data by comparing the marginal likelihood of an

This mean is significantly different from zero.

unconstrained tree with the marginal likelihood of a tree in which
all putative asexual individuals were constrained to belong to a
single group. The analysis was conducted in Beast with the same
setting as above except that we used the simpler HKY + C + I model, rather than partitioning codon positions, because of the smaller
dataset. The unconstrained tree was a better fit, but only marginally so (Bayes factor, 2.42nats). Therefore, we concluded that a single origin of asexual reproduction was compatible with the data
and this cluster was treated as one sexual and one asexual lineage
in subsequent comparisons.
Genetic diversity within clusters was similar, on average, for
sexual and asexual clusters (Table 2). Average Tajima’s D was significantly negative for sexual clusters, and remarkably consistent,
whereas D was highly variable for asexual clusters. These results
were similar for the 33 cluster solution based on the larger, 406 sequence data set (mean Dasexual = #0.43; mean Dsexual = #1.05, see
Table 3S). Sexual clusters were centred around the Mediterranean
whereas the geographical centres of asexuals clusters tended to be
further north and were more variable, as expected from the previously described pattern of geographical parthenogenesis (Horne
and Martens, 1999). Sexual clusters were narrowly distributed.
Three out of 19 sexual clusters were, in fact, collected from only
a single site and the most widely distributed sexual cluster occurred in seven sites, separated by <20 km. By contrast, several
asexual clusters were very widely distributed. These genetic and
spatial patterns will be analysed in more detail elsewhere.
Assuming sexuality to be the ancestral mode of reproduction in
E. virens, the COI tree implies 18 transition events from sexual to
asexual reproduction followed by 6 branching events to generate
the 24 asexual clusters included in our sample. The different topologies and samples of the 16S and combined trees suggest 13 or 11
transitions to asexual reproduction and 5 or 4 branching events,
resulting in 18 or 17 sampled asexual lineages. Nodes linking asexual lineages to their most closely related sexual relatives range in
depth from the very recent event within cluster p33 to a genetic
distance of 21% at the node connecting asexual clusters p37–p40
to the basal node of the ingroup.
4. Discussion
4.1. Deep phylogenetic divergence between sexual lineages and
implications for intra-specific systematics
Our results reveal exceptionally high mitochondrial genetic variation within the morphospecies Eucypris virens. This is in line with
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the extensive allozyme diversity reported previously (Rossi et al.,
1998, 2008) and with an earlier analysis of mitochondrial and nuclear (ITS) sequence data (Schön et al., 2000) both of which were
based on relatively restricted sampling of the species’ distribution.
Not only is diversity high but it is strongly structured into distinct
groups of related sequences, separated by long internal branches.
We found no evidence for nuclear insertions of mitochondrial sequences and, therefore, we have no doubt about the authenticity
of this surprisingly high divergence.
Considering first the 18 sexual clusters (including p33 and one
cluster identified only in the 16S data set, p42), most are restricted
to one or a few sites and are allopatric with respect to other sexual
clusters. The sexual clusters tend to be concentrated around the
Mediterranean. They have restricted distributions, suggesting low
dispersal and/or colonisation ability, and yet there is substantial
genetic variation within clusters (Table 2), indicating that effective
population sizes are large, probably in part due to banks of resting
eggs (Brendonck and De Meester, 2003). Consistently negative Tajima’s D values, and the low p2 parameter estimate, might be due to
population expansion but this could be partly an artefact of the
Pons et al. (2006) clustering method: if deeply branched mitochondrial lineages within a population tend to be allocated to different
clusters, this will shift D towards negative values. However, the
overall patterns remained the same when two abundant haplotypes were reduced to one representative per region resulting in
33 clusters (see Table 3S).
Closely related clusters p5, p6 and p7 have overlapping distributions in Morocco, even occurring in the same pond, and their
divergence did not satisfy the 4! rule of Birky et al. (2005). They
were combined in some versions of the cluster analysis. Clusters
p13, p14 and p15 occur in the Iberian Peninsula but have not been
found together. These two groups are separated by COI genetic distances of less than 3% and the clustering may be interpreted as
strong spatial population structure within a species, as it is in the
alternative analyses where these clades form a single cluster. All
other sexual clusters are separated by much greater genetic distances for COI (5–18%, Fig. 2). They are likely to have been isolated
for long periods and may be considered separate species. However,
there is no generally agreed threshold genetic distance for delimitation of allopatric species. A p-distance of 3% COI has been advocated for many taxa (Hebert et al., 2003), and this is surpassed by
many pairs of E. virens sexual clusters, but the discontinuity between intra- and inter-specific divergence on which this threshold
is based is unlikely to be universal (see, for example, Elias et al.,
2007) and deep mitochondrial structure does not preclude nuclear
gene flow (e.g. King et al. 2008). Divergence levels for 16S have
confirmed the deep separation among E. virens sexual lineages.
These findings suggest that revision of the species status of E. virens is required. We argue that the large genetic distances between
sexual lineages, and the statistical support of the cluster analysis
(Pons et al., 2006), justify giving the clusters provisional species
status. However, further analysis of nuclear markers will be required to confirm lack of gene exchange between sexual clusters
and uncertainty around the cut-off generated by the cluster analysis will have to be reduced before their status can be confirmed.
The status of the sexual clusters under the Biological Species Concept is likely to remain uncertain if they are genuinely allopatric, as
our current samples suggest. We propose to refer to them by their
‘p’ numbers until further description is completed. This means that
the morphospecies E. virens comprises an extensive species complex with at least 14 extant sexual members (if p5–7 and p13–15
are considered intra-specific groups). The rarefaction analysis
strongly suggests that further sampling will reveal additional lineages, with a likely total of >30 sexual clusters present. In addition
to further sampling, morphological studies, mating experiments
and investigation of additional genetic markers are clearly impor-
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tant to establish the status of these putative cryptic species (these
studies are in hand and will be reported elsewhere). For the present, it is essential to take account of this diversity of sexual lineages
in considering the origin and nature of asexual diversity in E. virens.
Hidden biological diversity, in the form of cryptic species, appears to be widespread, especially in less extensively studied and
morphologically conservative invertebrate taxa (Hebert et al.,
2004; also see Saez and Lozano, 2005, for a review). However, situations similar to the extreme level of cryptic diversity observed
here remain rare, one example being the diversity discovered within one species of the sexually reproducing amphipod genus, Hyalella, in North America (Witt et al., 2006). As our results and others
(Witt et al., 2006; Pfenninger and Schwenk, 2007) indicate, much
more cryptic diversity is yet to be found. We are in the middle of
an unprecedented global freshwater crisis due to climatic changes
and detrimental anthropogenic activities. One of the many consequences is an enormous loss in biodiversity (Dudgeon et al.,
2006). The North American freshwater fauna, for example, is predicted to go extinct at a rate of 4% per decade (Ricciardi and Rasmussen, 1999). This model was based on ‘classic’ species, so if
several of these harbour cryptic species, the loss of biodiversity will
be even more dramatic.
4.2. Multiple transition events from sexual to asexual reproductive
mode
Our cluster analysis identified 25 asexual lineages (23 in the
most conservative cluster analysis), including one within cluster
p33 and one identified only in the 16S data set (p41). All phylogenetic reconstructions imply numerous transition events from sexual to asexual reproductive mode (Figs. 2 and 5) although the
precise number depends on the topologies of the deeper parts of
the trees, which are not confidently resolved. We have assumed
that the ancestral state was sexual reproduction and that transitions to asexual reproduction are overwhelmingly more likely than
reversals. This assumption is based on the idea that mutations in
loci essential for sexual reproduction tend to accumulate in asexual
lineages making the re-acquisition of sex increasingly difficult. The
assumption has rarely been challenged although a possible example of a reversal from asexual to sexual reproduction was recently
reported in oribatid mites based on indirect evidence from phylogenetic reconstructions (Domes et al., 2007). Asexual reproduction
in ostracods is believed to be apomictic and asexual lineages may
be polyploid (Butlin et al., 1999). There is evidence for a hybrid origin of asexual lineages in other non-marine ostracods (Turgeon
and Hebert, 1994; Chaplin and Hebert, 1997), and this may also occur in E. virens (Schön et al., 2000), but, in general, the mechanisms
underlying the transitions between reproductive modes are not
known. This makes it difficult to rule out reversals to sexual reproduction in young asexual lineages. However, allowance for reversals would not alter our basic conclusion that extant asexual
lineages of E. virens are the result of many different origins.
Rarefaction analysis (Table 1) suggests that the true number of
asexual lineages in Europe is higher than the number observed in
our samples, despite the large sample size and wide distribution
of sample sites (Fig. 1). This is true despite the fact that many of
the observed asexual lineages have wide geographic distributions
and multiple lineages co-occur within some sites. The wide distribution of asexual lineages suggests that they have much greater
colonising ability than sexual lineages, presumably because a single individual is able to establish a new population, whereas in sexual lineages, males and females have to find each other in spatially
and temporally highly dispersed environments. It is surprising,
therefore, that asexual lineages generally show less evidence of
population expansion than sexual lineages, although some do have
strongly negative Tajima’s D indices (Table 2). Diversity within
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asexual lineages was similar to diversity within sexual lineages,
despite the fact that their larger ranges lead to an expectation of
larger census population sizes. This could be partly an artefact of
the clustering method which currently fits a common transition
point to all lineages whereas, in reality, one expects deeper coalescence in lineages with larger populations (Pons et al., 2006). However, it may be caused by background selection and/or selective
sweeps which are expected to reduce the effective size of an asexual lineage relative to its census size. Alternatively, limited diversity may suggest that the asexual lineages are young and have
not yet accumulated the genetic diversity that would be expected
from their population size.
We have tentatively interpreted most sexual clusters identified
by the method of Pons et al. (2006) as sexual species. This is not
without problems because the criterion of intrinsic reproductive
isolation cannot be tested satisfactorily for allopatric populations.
In such cases, it is common to use other criteria, especially evidence of genetic independence such as reciprocal monophyly
(Avise and Ball, 1990; Hey, 2009). These criteria may also be applied to asexual organisms which show cohesive groups as a result
of shared ancestry and shared selective constraints (Templeton,
1989). On this basis, Barraclough et al. (2003) and Birky et al.
(2005) have argued that asexual populations that coalesce independently are, in some sense, equivalent to sexual species (see Barraclough et al., 2009 for further discussion). Clusters identified by
the 4X rule or by the Pons et al. (2006) approach have been interpreted as ‘asexual species’ in bdelloid rotifers (Birky et al., 2005;
Fontaneto et al., 2007). In Eucypris virens, all sister pairs of asexual
clusters identified by the Pons et al. (2006) method meet the 4!
rule, except p16 and p17. On this basis, the morphospecies E. virens
is an even more impressive species complex with at least 40 cryptic species and potentially as many as 60 or more (Table 1). However, it remains to be seen how this picture will be modified by
analysis of nuclear loci, which are expected to have deeper
coalescence.
It is difficult to infer the timing of transitions from sexual to
asexual reproduction (Butlin, 2002). For any one lineage, the transition may have occurred at any point between the most recent
common ancestor (MRCA) of individuals within an asexual cluster
and the last node connecting the asexual lineage to an extant sexual lineage. For E. virens, the MRCAs of asexual lineages range in
depth between 0.16% and 1.35% while the nodes connecting them
to sexual lineages range in depth from 1% (within cluster p33) to
20% COI divergence (4% 16S divergence; the most basal node within E. virens). We have no calibration for rates of substitution in
Eucypris but application of the general invertebrate rate of about
2% divergence per million years (Brower, 1994) which is similar
to a crustacean rate (Knowlton, 1993) emphasises how wide a
range of time-scales is implied by these figures:<104 years to 107
years.
The asexual lineage that branches at the base of the E. virens
phylogeny (clusters p37–p40) was sampled exclusively in Eastern
Europe and Turkey. Because we have not yet found sexual lineages
east of the island of Corfu (Greece), there is a real possibility that
undetected sexual lineages exist which are more closely related
to these asexual clusters. In general, the inference from rarefaction
analysis is that many lineages remain to be discovered. Our sampling may have missed more narrowly distributed sexual lineages
than widespread asexual lineages, although the rarefaction analysis suggests that lineages of both reproductive modes remain
undiscovered. The probable existence of unsampled sexual lineages suggests that the nodes connecting asexual lineages to sampled sexual lineages overestimate the age of the transition in
reproductive mode. It is also very likely that both sexual and asexual lineages have gone extinct over the long time-scale of the E. virens phylogeny. Asexual lineages derived from extinct sexual

lineages will appear to have origins at the time of speciation of
the extinct sexual lineage, older than the true transition in reproductive mode. Given these considerations, and the observation that
some asexual lineages are clearly young (as in cluster p33), our
phylogenetic analyses do not provide evidence for long-term persistence of asexually reproducing lineages.
The genetic diversity of asexual lineages in E. virens appears to
be maintained by frequent origin of new asexual lineages, combined with high dispersal and colonisation abilities which allow
clones to spread and result in large effective population sizes. Large
population size can reduce the turn-over rate of clones, even without changes in fitness (Janko et al., 2008). High dispersal and colonisation ability in the patchy and ephemeral environment of
temporary pools may also allow clones to escape from co-evolving
parasites (Ladle et al., 1993). But probably the greatest paradox in
such a system is the persistence of narrowly distributed sexual
populations within the range of the widespread and genetically diverse asexual assemblage.
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